The VILC Opening Session on June 23 at 7:00 P.M. EST showed recognition to Arizona’s two Outstanding Local Advisors for 2020-2021 as well as recognition for the HOSA Service Project.

Arizona Outstanding Local Advisors were Michelle Landreville from Paradise Valley High School CREST and Robert O’Rourke from Queen Creek Junior High School. We thank them both for their service as advisors and look forward to continuing to work with them into 2021-2022.

EVIT HOSA was also recognized as the local chapter that raised the most money for the HOSA Service Project - Be the Match! Arizona HOSA is proud to share that EVIT HOSA raised $27,000 for Be the Match! We are incredibly proud of EVIT and all of Arizona for this outstanding accomplishment during such a strange year.
Closing Session

Congratulations to all our finalists and International champions!

After a year of practicing, studying, and working on your competitive event, Arizona HOSA was proud to be the home of 18 different finalists and champions across our competitions! We are incredibly proud of all our members for continuing to be engaged and involved with HOSA even during this year.

- Hannah S. - 3rd Place Behavioral Health Postsecondary/Collegiate
- Taylor S. - 2nd Place Cultural Diversities & Disparities Postsecondary/Collegiate
- Matthews S. - 3rd Place Medical Spelling Postsecondary/Collegiate
- Daniel W. - Finalist Medical Math Postsecondary/Collegiate
- Lydia P. - 2nd Place Biomedical Laboratory Science Secondary
- Nicolette N. - Finalist Home Health Aid Secondary
- Giang H. - Finalist Personal Care Secondary
- Emily B. - Finalist Personal Care Secondary
- Serenah A. - Finalist Sports Medicine Postsecondary/Collegiate
- Benjamin M. 3rd Place Veterinary Science Postsecondary/Collegiate
- Jack N. - Finalist ATC Organic Chemistry
- Maya R. - Finalist Extemporaneous Writing Secondary
- Nicole Alexandria P. - Finalist Health Career Photography
- Naomi C. - Finalist Health Career Preparation Middle School
- Ammanamanchi, Patel, Tesch - 1st Place Biomedical Debate Postsecondary Collegiate
- Liu, Yoon - 3rd Place Forensic Science Secondary
- Verrado Vipers - 2nd Place Anatomage Tournament
- Nino. Thompson - 3rd Place Health Career Display Postsecondary/Collegiate